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The articles printed here, to the 
best of our knowledge, were 
correct at the time of going to 
press. We cannot guarantee that 
all articles submitted will be printed 
and we reserve the right to edit 
material where necessary. 
Furthermore, the views expressed 
in this magazine are not 
necessarily those of FCSIT, the 
FCSIT Association or the Editor. 

For further information concerning 
any of the articles in this issue 
please contact: 
FCSIT Alumni Editor 
Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology 
UNIMAS, 94300 Kota Samaraha 
Sarawak, Malaysia. 
Email : fcsit_alumni@fit.unimas.m 

Editor's letter 

First of all, I would like to congratulate all of you who will be graduating this year. I 
would also like to take the opportunity to extend my appreciation and gratitude to my 
committee members for their support and cooperation in enabling the first edition of 
Update to be produced. 

The job of editor of Update has been both challenging and exciting for me. Although I 
have received many news items and articles, the editorial committee has not been 
able to publish all of them because the financial and time constraints . 

Nevertheless, I must say that we had a thorough ly enjoyable time organizing the 
materials and putting the final touches before sending the final copy into print. As this 
magazine centres on people, it will certainly make interesting reading . 

The main objective of Update is to promote, strengthen and support networking 
among UNIMAS alumni , who in turn will be able to derive much personal and 
professional benefits. In future , we hope to organise programmes for alumni to stay in 
touch with each other and the faculty. 

In this inaugural issue, we take pride in highlighting the three main awards won by the 
faculty: the MSC status certificate, the eBario premier award and prestigious teacher 
award. Adding to our accolades is UNIMAS alumnus Raymond Chiong who was 
recently awarded the International Student Scholarship by the University of 
Birmingham. I do hope readers will be deeply encouraged by such great 
achievements. 

Finally, I would also like to take the opportunity to place on record my deep 
appreciation to those who have contributed to the magazine. Please keep us posted 
of what is going on at your end; we love to hear from you . 

As Update is your magazine, we encourage you to keep us updated with any 
interesting happening and to also share with us your literary pieces. We welcome 
articles for "Keeping in touch", "Letters from Alumnus" and "Births and Marriages". 
Hence, I look forward to getting an endless flow of mails from you . 

Enjoy reading! 

Jacey-Lynn Minoi 

Editor 

Issue 1 produced by: 
Editor: Jacey-Lynn Minoi 
Sub-editor: Terrin Lim 
Editorial Board: Oayang NurFatimah Awg Iskandar, Terrin 
Lim, Chai Soo See 
Designer: Oayang NurFatimah Awg Iskandar, Syahrul 
Nizam Junaini, Nur Rabizah Adeni 
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A Word From The Dean 

Leading universities and institutions around the world place due importance to the 
establishment of an effective alumni network. Alumni are considered an integral 
component of an organization being considered as an instrumental stakeholder. 
Similarly, I would like to see a stronger linkage between the Faculty and its alumni. 

The Faculty is now called the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology to reflect the strong 
computing foundations. This will make our graduates more marketable. All five programme offered have now been 
changed to Bachelors of Computer Science. For your information , all our undergraduate programmes as well as 
the Masters in Advanced Information Technology have been awarded the MSC status certification . 

The faculty's acronym "FoCuS-IT", highlighting that Information Technology is an instrumentall part of our lives 
which helps us to stay focused. More importanUy, FoCuS-IT denotes our emphasis on human potential. and our 

quest for Individual Transformation. As such Information becomes a vehicle for Transformation. 

As alumni of the faculty, you are our ambassadors who will help to create a positive image of the Faculty and the 
University. Your contribution in the realization of our efforts to establish the university as a leading university in the 
country and the region would mutually benefit us. 

For a start I propose that an Mumni Excellence award for high achievers to be set up. Apart from this, I hope that 
we could organize an Alumni night where I would ~ike to hear more of your success stories and other encounters in 

the real world. I am pleased to hear of our graduates who are doing well in a number of Multinational companies 
serving as software and systems engineers, consultants and systems developers. A number of our graduates are 
also pursuing postgraduate studies which some completing PhDs. There are also some who have become 
enterprising enough to become Managing Directors and OEOs of upcoming companies. Furthermore I came 
across a newspaper article where one of our graduates, Lim Pek Choo was awarded the Prestigious Teachers 
award. I wish to record the Faculty's appreciation of the award. I would like to see more of such awards from all of 

you. 

It would be good if we could jOintly organize and participate in events of mutual interest. Ideally, an alumni conllects 
the university link with the industry, which is much desired in our country. Together with the Alumni association, we 
need to build a platform for knowledge sharing and human resource development. 

I would like to congratulate the Alumni association of the Faculty for their efforts in enabling the establishment of 
our own Alumni. This newsletter is aimed at fostering closer ties between Faculty administration, academic staff 
and all our alumni. It is our hope to be able to empower the faculty's graduate to excel in various levels of 
employment. I look forward to hear your success stories. Your success will carry the Faculty and the University to 
greater heights. I wish all of you success in whatever endeavor that you embark on . 

Assoc. Professor Narayanan Kulaturamaiyer 



Alpng the-outskirts of Kucring;-deep-in-the little-bvt--widely 

known town of KotJ Samarahan lies a mas~ive co~structi07 
complex known as UNJMAS peLmanent carnPHs. Sprawling 

across an area of 800 acres, the ca I pus fe1tures a -futuristi¢ 

and open concept ~eSig~ h is 10n9. awaitJd and ambitious 

project is set to be completed by year 2008. 

s -Phcise 1 St~ge 1 took off in 2001, it consists of the completion of the CompJter Science and Information Technology, 

Engineering, Resource Science and Technology, and the Cogn itive Science faculty buildings as well the Chancellery 

and Central Teaching Facility blocks. We can woudly Claim that the very first faculty building to be completed is FCSIT 
. I 

and will be ready for occupancy by November Q004. l iwas fortunate to join several staff members, led by our Dean to 

take a tour around the .spanking new ~tructure recen.tly\ AS. our Icar r~lI~d to a stop at the entrance of the building. ~ was 

awed and amazed by ItS enormous size and splendid geslgn. ~onslstlpg of two 4-level blocks connected by 2 bndges 

on the 2nd and the 3rd floor, FGSIT building is blessed r ith the !best viejN in the entire campus. 

Facing the scenic man-made lake and one of the two: monstr<;>us water towers that has become the landmark of this 

quiet but rapidly bustling town, and it has become the envy of other faculties. As I made my way through the first block 

housing the numerol,lS omputer labs, tutorial rooms, lecture halls and staff rooms, one will notice the inner courtyard 

that can be used as..an amphitheatre for budding talents to display their skills. Using the walkway connecting both 

blocks, I noticed that the 2nd floor walkway is uniquely situated below 2 levels of programme head and professor 

rooms. This facade is strategically placed facing the lake to greet visitors to the faculty from high above. 
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main building housing the Dean's 
offices, the administrative office and 

.tafI-Ni/iK...."C>,apart from the meeting room and prayer hall. 
~us integrates advance technology 

service tunnel for communication, 
supplies, state-of-the-art ICT infra- and 

UL"'1In"'~ J~.I'IIi~1 control for all air-conditioning, and 
supply to all buildings as well as the one-of-a-kind 

pedestrian walkway connecting all faculties building 
the CTF and the Chancellery. Taking a stroll out to the 
the landscape there has lampposts lining the walkway 

thatbcircumvents the perimeter of the lake, reminiscence of the 
fam us Lake Garden in Kuala Lumpur. 

l 

MSC Status Certificate 
UNIMAS has received the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) Status 
Certificate for the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology 
on the 17 November 2003. The award is based on the recognition that public 
sector institutions such as UNIMAS are strategic in developing human resources for 
the Multimedia Super Corridor. The award is symbolic and meaningful to UNIMAS as it 
bears testimony to the university's ability to provide education and training for knowledge 
workers in Malaysia. The MSC award offers a number of incentives, which includes: 
:- Unrestricted employment of foreign workers 
:- Pioneer status for five years as well as exemption on duties on the importation of multimedia 

equipment 
:- Intellectual assets protection through intellectual property laws and cyber laws 
:- Facilitation services provided by the MDC 
:- Eligibility for MSC R&D grants. 

The official ceremony for the handing over of the award was held on the February 11, 2004 and 

officiated by Dr Yew Kok Meng, Head of Higher Education Client Services Unit, Multimedia Development 

Corporation (MDC) witnessed by Deputy Chief Minister Tan Sri Datuk Amar Dr George Chan Hong Nam. 


The MSC status has been awarded to the following programmes of the Faculty of Computer Science and 

Information Technology. 

- Bachelor of Computer Science (Multimedia Computing) 

- Bachelor of Computer Science (Network Computing) 

- Bachelor of Computer Science (Software Engineering 

- Bachelor of Computer Sdence (Information Systems) 

- Bachelor of Computer Science (Computational Science) and 

- Master in Advanced Information Technology coursework programme 


The MSC status project was initiated by former FCSIT Dean, Prof. Khairuddin Abd. 

Hamid in the year 2000. This team effort was led by Halikul Lenando and assisted 


by Azni Haslizan Abd Halim, Ahmad Hadinata, Bong Chih How, D,g Hanani 

Abg Ibrahim, Eaqerzilla Phang , Hadijah Morni, Jacey-Lynn Minoi , 


Sylvester Arnab, Seleviawati Tarmizi, Assoc Prof Wang Yin Chai, 

Assoc Prof K. Narayanan, Dr. Rosziati Ibrahim and Dr. Alvin Yeo. 
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Lim Pek Choo joined University Malaysia 
Sarawak (UNIMAS) to pursue a degree in 
Information Technology after 14 year:s of teaching 
science and mathematics in several secondary 
schools in Sarawak. She held the post of the 
President of FIT (1996 - 1997) and was the only 
undergraduate invited to participate as a member of 
the Working Group Electronic Learning for UNIMAS. 

She received the Model Youth Award (Anugerah 
Tokoh Belia) for the divisional level in 1996 and for 
the state level in 1997 for her involvement in co
curricular activities in schools and also contributions 
to the community. 

Since graduating with honours in IT, majoring in 
computational Science from the faculty of 
Information Technology in 1999, Pek Choo has 
been teaching Information Technology (IT) at Tun 
Abang Haji Openg Secondary School where she 
designed and perfected a method of assessing her 
students' learning progress via an assessment 
record book called the Buku Taksiran over a period 
of three years. 

Sheer grit, hard work, total commitment and 
perseverance on her part as well as the usefulness 
and effectiveness of the criteria assessment pro
gramme soon bore fruit. This is evident in the IT 
results of SMK Tun Abang Haji Openg where she 
taught IT. The results surpassed the national 
average from 2000 till 2003. Soon, the assessment 
instrument was used by many of the 363 schools 
offering Information Technology as a subject 
throughout Malaysia. As it is user-friendly and 

supports on-going assessment, it enables school 
students to learn at their own pace, evaluate their 
own progress before, during and after assessment. 
The teacher, meanwhile, acts as a . guide by the 
side' to facilitate and promote continuous learning 
among students in an environment where they 
would access information or acquire skills via 
various sources. 

Under this preferred learning method, students are 
given the freedom to explore topics of interest to 
them with the syllabus as a guide. This allows for 
hands-on, Interactive pursuits, which incorporate 
creative and critical thinking as well as creating 
opportunities for collaborative and independent 
learning. This easy-to-use assessment method, 
which has been validated for its reliability, has 
earned Pek Choo the coveted Innovative Teacher 
Award In the Secondary School Category which she 
received at the state-level Teachers' Day celebration 
in Bintulu in June this year. Prior to receiving this 
award, she was conferred the Chief Minister's 
Excellent Secondary School Teacher Award in 2001 . 

In 2002, Pek Choo was one of the three represen
tatives from Malaysia to participate in the Regional 
Meeting for the Benefit of Experts in Enhancing 
Computer Education Curriculum for the 
Pre-University Stage involving ten countries held at 
Kuala Lumpur. 

Presently, Pek Choo is doing her part-time masters 
programme in Advance Information Technology 
(MAlT) at the Faculty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology, UNIMAS. 
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On 18 December, a joint project by Universiti 
Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS) and the Bario 

community - won the Information Technology 
Premier Award (ITPA)(socio-economic sector). The 
Award was presented by the Prime Minister of 
Malaysia, Dato' Seri Abdullah bin Haj i Ahmad 
Badawi. On hand to receive the ITPA were UNIMAS 
Vice Chancellor, Professor Datuk Yusuf Hadi, and 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Development) and eBario 
Project Leader, Professor Dr. Khairuddin Ab Hamid. 
With the Award , the eBario project won RM 10,000 
cash, a trophy and the right to use the Award's logo. 

The ITPA is jOintly coordinated by MAMPU under 
the Prime Minister's Department, and the Malaysian 
Association of Computer and Multimedia Industry. It 
is presented to organisations which have 
demonstrated excellence in the application of 
information technology and awarded in three cate
gories: public, private and socio-economic sector. 
This year, there were six nominations received for 
the socio-economic sector, of which, only three were 
short-listed, namely, eBario (UNIMAS), IT 
Community Centre (Selangor State Secretary's 
Office), and NutriWeb (Nutrition Society of 
Malaysia). 

eBario is a pilot research project involving the inno
vative application of ICTs (Information and 
Communication Technologies) with the goal of con
tinually sustaining social and economic programs in 
a rural community in Sarawak which does not have 
the basic amenities such as electricity, water and 
telecommunications. This project has realised a 
computer laboratory and a community telecentre 
both of which are heavily utilised by the 80 mu 
The computer laboratory at the.aM11NV W._.ed·
with computers as well as Internet access and is 
used by the students. The telecentre on the other 
hand provides education, e-government services, e
commerce, health, tele-medicine and personal com
munication. Computers at the school are powered 
by diesel generators, while computers at the tele
centre are sOlar-powered. This Internet access is 

provided through a satellite via solar-powered VSAT 
(very small aperture terminal), a telecommunication 
system. Among the important findings of the 
research include the fact that the success of the 
eBario project has been largely due to the active 
participation of the Bario community. For example, 
the Bario community, guided by eBario research 
team, was involved in identifying the problems, as 
well as the ICT solutions to their problems. 
Furthermore, the active involvement of local 
champions, such as Poline Bala (a Kelabit lecturer 
from Unimas), John Tarawe (project 
coordinator in Bario), and Lucy Bulan (Principal of 
SMK Bario) contributed to the success. The 
multi-disciplinary eBario research team allowed the 
project team to be flexible and was able to tackle the 
unique problems faced in the eBario project. The 
project involves research staff of different disciplines 
such as social sciences (poline Bala), engineering 
(Prof. Khairuddin and Hushairi Zen), information 
technology (Dr. Alvin Yeo), education technology 
(Jayapragas Gnaniah), human resource 
development (Professor Peter Songan and Noor 
Shah Mohd. Salleh). In addition, partnerships with 
the Sarawak State Government, Ministry of 
Education and the Ministry of Energy 
Communications and Multimedia, as well as funding 
bodies such as the National IT Council and the 
International Development Research Centre, are 
also essential in the success of the project. In sum, 
for such ICT projects for rural communities to 
succeed, there is a need to focus on people, 
organisation, contents and processes rather than 
just on the technologies. 

is 1be ~ won by the eBario Project. 
er awards inclUde the Industry Innovators Award 

for Systems Development & Applications from the 
Society of Satellite Professionafs IAtemaIM'....... 
(March 2002, Washington DC), and Bario was 
named one of the Top Seven Intelligent 
Communities by the World Teleport Association in 
2001. 



news &, peopl 


Dear Alumnus, 

It only seems like yesterday that I left UNIMAS 
- but in the blink of an eye it has been almost a year 
since I first set foot into the territory of Great Britain. 
How time fl ies! 
I still remember vividly that in the beginning I was very 
apprehensive about the challenges I was about to face 
- new environment, new people, new cultural back
ground and new educational system. Although I faced 
the expected culture shock when I first started my 
studies, I managed to overcome it and get involved 
with several extra-curricular activities thereafter. I have 
not only learned a lot about the British culture, but also 
met a lot of friends from all over the world. Even more 
importan tly, my experience here has inspired me a lot 
and positively changed some of my perspectives. 
In university, my academic work has been going well. 
An International Student Award on the first term of my 
studies was a great acknowledgement of academic 
excellence to a Malaysian student in a foreign land . I 
really enjoy it, not just the studies alone but also the 
student life. It is relaxing yet fulfilling. The informal lec
turer-student relationship in the campus here is worth 
emulation. Raised in a culture that expects students to 
revere their lecturers, it took me a while to replace my 
'Sir-Madam' or 'Dr-Mr' referrals for casual first name 
addresses. My university, the University of 
Birmingham, is one of the biggest universities in the 
UK with internationally recognised teaching and tradi
tionally strong research background. I am absolutely 
amazed when I first saw the wide range of research 
that has been initiated and expertise of teaching that 
has been developed. I will definitely make the most out 
of my time studying here. 
Cosmopolitan United Kingdom is anything but boring . 
Besides gaining a world-class qualification , numerous 
opportunities abound for me to develop my personal 
characters holistically. People always think about com
ing to the UK in order to study. However, little do they 
realise that the most important lessons they will learn 
is concerning the humanity and life here. Living among 
different cultures requires me to open my mind to other 
customs, traditions, beliefs - even manners - and 
enables me to experience the huge variety of cultural 
life that the big city offers, from science to music to art. 
I also learn about the beauty and difficulties of living far 
from home, in a fast city where I have to support 
myself emotionally and economically - and where 
nothing belongs to me, but I belong to this city. I have 
also learned that life is not about existing, but about liv
ing, enjoying it, being nice and supporting people 
around you, being open minded, slow to criticise peo
ple and taking from life everything you can! 

Apart from knowing people from different 
countries and different cultural background, I have also 
developed within me a new interest in travelling . The 
richness of history, heritage sites and beautiful natural 

scenery 
in the UK 
have changed my 
point of view towards trav
elling dramatically. For the past 
one year, I have been travelling fre
quently to some of the most scenic areas In 
the UK. Moreover, I also travelled to a number of 
European countries. I really like being here as an inter
national student. 
Looking back, I feel myself enriched by a confidence 

that comes perhaps from the experience of studying in 
a truly international environment. Coming to the United 
Kingdom has marked an important milestone in my life. 
The vibrant community, illustrious opportunities, 
Victorian houses and fascinating travels will remain 
etched in my heart for a long time. A UK education is 
not only about attending lectures or doing research - it 
encompasses all the enriching experiences I have 
gained. My experience has been a real eyeopener and 
I am very glad that I decided to step out of my comfort 
zone one year ago and came over. Through the 
research exposure, teaching experience and cultural 
exchanges, my knowledge and cultural literacy grew 
by folds. 

Finally, I have never forgone my future ambi
tion after gaining sufficient exposures at international
level research and teaching, which is to return to my 
homeland to share not only my experiences but also to 
impart my knowledge to the younger generation. I 
have always wanted to make positive contribution to 
our Malaysian research in Computer Science by bring
ing back with me new knowledge, new technologies 
and new techniques acquired here. I do hope that my 
potential contribution in research and teaching would 
help the development of our country one day. 

International Student Scholarship Award 

vVarm cst regard s, 

Raymond Chiang 
S hool of Co mputer Science 
The niversit f Birmingham 
Birmingham B1 5 2TT 
United Ki ngdom 
Tel: +41 121 2 'J 5364 
E-ma il : IT c97.· @(.s. bhrun .ac.uk 

http:s.bhrun.ac.uk


Letters from Alumnus 

Dear Alumnus, 

It is graduation day! How everyone looked forward to the graduation day or end of their degree 
programmes. All those few years of playing to the extreme, mad cramming of information only to blurt it all 
out in their exams, the gruelling presentation for thesis and assignments, countless tutorials and lectures 
which have become a testing ground for sleeping (while maintaining eyes open) have finally come to an 
end . The best cherished moments was when you turned the tassel of your graduation hat and tossing it in 
the air, signifying the completion of several years for a piece of parchment, with many grey celis 
malfunctioning in the process. In the years we have spent in the university, students are measured by how 
well they fare in their studies (no thanks to rote learning from young), how much the GPAlCGPA, or who 
gets into the Dean's list this time around, who is in the local council, who is the top sports player and 
committee members of popular clubs and societies, etc .. and the list goes on . 

We would share gossips on lecturers (if any) and most of all, we would definitely sit up and notice any 
good looking guys or gals in EVERY faculty, even to the extent of putting them in the Top 5 or Top 10 
gorgeous students. But ask any graduate, they would most likely to agree that versity years are considered 
one of the best period in their lives. It is where you learn how to make full use of the freedom you have, 
explore and learn the best way to chart the next course of your life. Even though there are rules and 
regulations, compulsory activities and subjects, you would still make the best out of them, somehow. 

After graduation, it was then a frantic search for some to get a job or job hopping, while some may 
rest a little while and the remaining ones would be plotting their way to do more studies (you can't be 
serious!!) towards Masters, and perhaps PhD, whether by research or by coursework. Some would end up in 
their field of study and others would be doing something completely unrelated to their course of study. 

Depending on their aims in life, we put our best foot forward in the working environment, hoping 
(really hard) to carve a name somehow, somewhere. There's the old adage that goes, "you have to start 
from the bottom and slowly climb your way up". By now, with a couple of years of working experience under 
our belt, hopefully wiser and much more financially secure, there is a different way of comparison now. 
Friends are somewhat measured in terms of the company he or she is working in (Fortune 500 or SMls), job 
designation, earning power, the very car you are driving, property accumulation, spearheading a startup 
business, etc .. I am not saying everyone compares, but there is a bound to be some form of admiration and 
tiny pangs of jealousy when you find yourself at the bottom rung of the corporate ladder, compared to the 
successes your friends seem to attract. 

The only place you get to meet your most varsity mates is during weddings (an informal way of 
reunion compared to alumni), and it is the best time to trade company performance, family life, gossips, etc. 
You would try your best to maintain the best of friends with your varsity mates, who knows there could be a 
few CEOs or 'Tan Sri's in the making. There is the occasional small gathering of friends from time to time, 
somehow it could not replace the wonderful camaderie felt duning varsity years . We hope that the long hours 
we put in at work would payoff, the frantic networking whenever possible would bring us closer to financial 
freedom. Who wouldn't want that? To be financially free of debt from car loan, house loan/rental, study loan, 
plastic debt, etc. For those who tied the knot, comes a whole new range of JOY and responsibilities . We have 
dreams of making it and living it! 

Seriously, in a nutshell, most of us are just chasing something most of our lives. It is only a natural 
human cycle (I guess). But the most important thing is, we have to enjoy every process or everything that we 
do in our lives. We have not the power to change anything, but we can choose how we want to live it. At the 
very least, whenever we looked back, I tell you, everyone looks back especially when we are not getting 
anymore younger, we would not regret any steps that we have made and could summarise that we have 
lived the best life we can, for better or for worse. Not a perfect life, but the life where we have our loved ones 
and supporting friends, acccompanying us for the rest of our journey in life. 

Carpe diem for those in Unimas now! 

Chik Hsin Yee 

This article is especially dedicated to all my lecturers, my FIT friends, my varsity mates. Thank you 

for being a friend, hope to have many more years of wonderful friendship with you . M the future holds 

only the best for you. 




Birth & Marriages: 

1. Lai Peih Sien 
BIT (Hons) System Technology 2000 
Married on the 8 December 2000 
Recently, gave birth to their second son on the 20 
April 2004 
Working in Stratech System Limited in Singapore as 
a software engineer. 
Address: No 30, Jalan Harmonium 22117, Taman 
Desa Tebrau 81100 JB, Johor 

2. Dayang NurFatimah Awg Iskandar 
BIT (Hans) Computational Science 1999 
Married to Ahmad Hadinata Fauzi on 20.03.2003 
Gave birth to Nur Irdyna Balqis in January 2004 
Presently, both husband and wife are working 
in FCSIT, Unimas. 

3. Hwong Lin Nyiik 
BIT (Hans) Software Engineering 2000 
Married to Yap Kien Ping on the 1 Nov 2003 
Working in as a Analy t Programmer in Maybank 
Berhad, KL 
Addre : hln_OJ@yahoo.c m 

4. Halikul Lenando 
BlT(Holl.'i) Sy tem Technology /999 
Married to Saniah and have two children: Muhd lzzul 
& Nur Izzah 
Pre ently working a. a lecturer. FCSIT, Unimas. 
Email: cool@fit.unimas.my 

S. Mohd Nazri Kbalruddin 
BIT (Hons) Infonnation SY!ltenL'r 2001 
Married to Norhayati bt Abu Mansor on the 7 Dec 
2003 
Email: mnazri@fit.unimas.my 

6. Tan YIn 
BIT (Hons) Software Engineering 2000 
Married to Teresa in June 2003 
Had baby Dariu in May 2004 
Presently, Ym ee is orking as a CAD Engin 
ALTBRA Corporation. Penang. 
Email: yinsee@gmail.com 

• ubaili 

ohamad azim in 
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Notice Board 
1<eepi'!9 in <Touch 

tost 70uch with 1/our Contemporaries? 1fJantirlj to 0'Janise a reunion" 


Pfease compfete the ~CS9<T1<#p& ~orm or emai(us at 

(csit_a(umni@ptunimas.rYlJ 


tost 1lfumni 

We woull appreciate it i(!Jou coull reminl a'!J) ~CS9<T friendS to rCJisfer to 

the ~Cs?rfttfumni 6.J writi~9 to the ~CS9rr1lfumni ;tlssociation. The new 

~CS?TalUmni website wif{fie announce/in the seconlissue. 


;tI.nnouncement 

There wif{be a ~CS9<TPost9raluate Co{fo~uium 2.004 on {he GOct 2.004
Venue in the fJosEjraluate tentre, 1inimm. 


mailto:a(umni@ptunimas.rYlJ


• •• • 
• • FCSIT RepJ }1 • •• • • •• • ••• 

Please send all your correspondence to the attention of : 
FCSIT Alumni, FCSIT, UNIMAS, 94300 Kota Samarahan, Sarawak Malaysia. GETIMllllE 
Or Fax: + 6 (082) 672301 

We really appreciate your involvement in the FCSIT Alumni Association and hope that you can be a part of it. Please do spare a few moments 

to fill in this form by selecting the parts relevant to you. 

SURNAME 

FIRST NAME 

ADDRESS 

- - ~-

Would p u 
The following section is for you to contribute to Update. Please keep your text as short as possible and include a photograph where applicable 

(We cannot guarantee that your contribution W be included, but we will try our best). Please ti ck (.., )where you would like this to appear: 

- Keeping in touch 

- Letters from Alumnus 

-Reunion 

-Births, Marriages, Obituaries 

If you have lost contact with friends from FCSIT and we might have their current address details,we would be pleased to put you in the keeping 

in-touch section. Please give as much information as possible to help us.We can pass your details to them or we can put their name(s) in the 

next Update edition. 

SURNAME 


FIRST NAME 


COURSE DETAILS ( Subject and year of graduation) 


Any further information 

The following section is for you to make comments, suggestions or queries. 

We thank you for the va'luable time you have taken to complete this form and post it back to FCSIT Alumni. This will be of immense assistance in 

helping us to continue to provide you with a quality service, a service we are seeking to enhance. 


